With a total prize fund of 1 Million Dollar, the Millionaire Chess Open Tournament just finished in the
luxurious casino & hotel Planet Hollywood in Las Vegas. 560 chess players from 44 countries
including 34 Grand Masters participated in 6 different sections to get their fair shot at the prize fund.
The open section was won by the top seed Super Grand Master Wesley So. Wesley defeated his
Webster University fellow mate GM Ray Robson in the final of the Millionaire Monday at 13th October
who received 50,000 USD check for being runner up. With this tournament win, Wesley So is now the
#10 in the world in live ranking, just one spot shy of top American Grand Master Hikaru Nakamura.

This tournament demonstrated an impressive array of "first"s in chess world. This is the first open
tournament in chess history where total prize fund was of 7 digit figures in terms of US dollars. In this
tournament GM Maurice Ashley introduced DeepView, a new application that calculates the
probability of a chess game's win or lose by the 2 opponents based on the analysis of not only the
objective position on the board but also the historical data of the players who are playing. It analyzes
the playing style of the players, their rating, amount of time left in clock etc to come to a percentage or
probability of win by either player at any given point in time. Maurice worked with MIT lab to build and
use it in Millionaire Chess Open and plans to open source it so that it can be further developed and
used in many other aspects including chess. DeepView's evaluation assisted 3 live commentators to
explain the games taking place in the top boards in live broadcast sessions to the spectators as well
as online viewers in a simpler manner that can be easily understood by novice chess players or even
non chess players. The whole setup, decoration, lighting, camera work was first class in this
tournament.

The organizers went extra miles to prevent cheating as very high amount of money is at stake. They
hired a security company; each players and spectators had to go through security scanners; even
UCSF / FIDE approved electronic devices were also not allowed to be taken inside the playing venue;
players had to go to restrooms by passing through security scanners again. To prevent sandbagging,
they took the peak rating of all the players since December 2013. For foreign players they added
extra points to adjust with the USCF rating points. For example they added 100 points to a foreign
players FIDE rating.
The first ever mobile chess application for following tournaments, Millionaire Chess App, was
developed to create an online community of players and spectators who can easily follow the event,
check parings and results, follow live broadcast and discuss interesting topics amongst themselves.
The app was freely available for iPhone, Android and in HTML5 version to be viewed from Laptop or
Desktop.
For the amateur sections (players rated 2199 or under) the top section prize was 40,000 USD which
is unprecedented. You may find all those happy winners here - http://millionairechess.com/meet-thestars. A bunch of chess players from Northern California participated in this tournament. Notably GM
Sam Shankland, GM Daniel Naroditsky, IM Ricardo De Guzman, FM Kesav Viswananda, Coach Ted
Castro, Expert Ashik Uzzaman, 3rd youngest participant Ahyan Zaman, 2nd youngest participant
Christopher Yoo to name a few. GM Naroditsky marginally missed the Millionaire Monday where top
4 players of each 6 sections played for bigger purses in semi-final and final stages. He was 5th in
tiebreaker.

Grand Master Maurice Ashley and Entrepreneur Amy Lee had to take more than half million dollars
deficit in this first event as the entry fee of the tournament was unable to cover all the expenses and
prize fund. But they knowingly went into this eying for a long-term profitability along with the desire to
take professional chess to the next level. From the reactions of the players who participated and the
huge media coverage this tournament received, they consider this event as a successful start of high
stake chess tournaments in USA.
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